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KOYUKI GAKUTO'S KOYUKI GAKUTO'S FESTIVAL 2015 There
is no better way to capture true Japanese fashion than
putting the pieces together all at once. This year we’ve

teamed up with the fan-favorite Japanese artist, Ponyo, to
bring you the ultimate collab in plastic art. Just one look at
her work and you’ll see why the “How do you do?” on this
piece is for the Japanese. For the rest of us though, this is

the perfect addition to your collection of all things
Japonistic. With Ponyo’s help we’re giving you 16 songs

from around the globe. KOYUKI GAKUTO'S FESTIVAL 2015
There is no better way to capture true Japanese fashion
than putting the pieces together all at once. This year
we’ve teamed up with the fan-favorite Japanese artist,

Ponyo, to bring you the ultimate collab in plastic art. Just
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things Japonistic. With Ponyo’s help we’re giving you 16
songs from around the globe.We will use your email

address only for sending you newsletters. Please see our
Privacy Notice for details of your data protection rights.

Make the most of your money by signing up to our
newsletter fornow The Brussels-based European

Prosecutors Office (OAG) is also investigating alleged
violations by UK-based firms in the UK, Britain’s Channel 4

revealed on Wednesday. The broadcaster, which cited
documents from OAG released under the Freedom of

Information Act, alleged that “non-EU-based firms” sold
their data and “the UK private sector is therefore

contributing to the unlawful surveillance of EU citizens”.
The allegations were directed towards “several UK-based

companies that specialise in automatic number plate
recognition (ANPR) vehicle tracking systems” that enabled
the police to track down the identities and movements of
vehicles. Brexit'meltdown' after May plans for 'hard Irish
border' rejected “The same firms are also alleged to be

selling the data to non-EU based third parties 6d1f23a050
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